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Every small generating full subcategory of a Grothendieck topos underlies a sub- 
canonical site of definition for the topos, and so, is dense. This is a consequence 
of the Comparison Lemma and Giraud's Theorem [1]. 
In a topos all epics are strong (= extremal, in the presence of pullbacks) so that 
generators are automatically strong. Many good cocomplete categories have epics 
and generators which are not strong. We therefore ask: which good categories have 
all small strong generators dense? In fact, we address this question in the context 
of hom-enriched categories [5, 6]. 
Already in [10, p. 359] appeared an extension of the topos result: familially 
regular categories were shown to have the property in question. The categories A 
which we consider here to be good are those which are total [11]: the Yoneda em- 
bedding y :A  ~ ~A, into the category of presheaves on A, has a left adjoint z. 
Toposes A have z left exact [9]. Theorem 1 shows that familiar egularity for a total 
A demands far less of z. (A total category is familially regular when pullbacks of 
strong epic families are strong epic.) 
Theorem 1. A total category A is familially regular precisely when the following two 
conditions hold: 
(i) z takes monies of  the form r>--~y(a) into monies, 
(ii) i f  a monic r>--~y(a) is inverted by z, then so is its pullback along any 
y (b)~ y(a). 
Proof. Suppose A satisfies (i), (ii). We must show that the pullback V=(oi--*b)ieI 
along ~: b~a of a strong epic family U=(ui-~a)iei is strong epic. In ~A, factor 
y(U) into a strong epic family and a monic r>--,y(a) and let s>-*y(b) be the pullback 
of the monic along Y(O. Since y preserves pullbacks we have pullbacks: 
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y(oi) 
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Y(Ui)  
p.b. 
'S )  
p.b. 
,r~ 
, y(b) 
I Y(~) 
, y (a )  
Since ~A is familially regular, (y(Oi)-"~S)i~i is stong epic. Since z-~y, z preserves 
strong epic families; so  (oi--*z(s))ie I is strong epic. By (i), z ( r )~a is monic; but 
(ui~z(r)>--,a)~I is the strong epic family U. So z(r)>--'a is invertible. By (ii), 
s~-~y(b) is inverted by z. So z(s)~ b is invertible. So V= (o i~z(s)~ b)i~I is strong 
epic. 
Conversely, suppose A is familially regular. To prove (i), take r>--~y(a). Let 
(Y(Ui)--* r)iei be any strong epic family. Since r>--~y(a) is monic, we have pullbacks 
Uij ' Uj Y(Uij ) ' y (u j )  
p.b. p.b. 1 
U i ' a Y(Ui)  , r 
By [10, Proposition 2], to prove z ( r )~a monic it suffices to show that the families 
(ui--*z(r))ie I and (ui--*z(r)--*a)iei have the same kernel (the former family is the 
image under z of a strong epic family and so strong epic). Thus we must show 
Uij ' Uj 
1 
ui ' z(r) 
is a pullback; but this is clear since its composite with z(r)--,a is a pullback. 
To prove (ii), take a pullback 
s ~ ,y(b) 
1 P'b" [ y(~) 
r > , y(a) 
in which the bottom monic is inverted by z. Let O,(ui)-*r)iel be strong epic and let 
(y(oi)~s)iEz be the pullback along s~r  where the outside of the diagram 
0 i ~ Z(S) 
1 
ui ' z(r) 
,b 
,a  
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is a pullback. By hypothesis z(r) >--* a is invertible; so (oi ~ z(s) ~ b) ie I is strong epic 
(using familial regularity). So z(s)> --~ b is invertible. [] 
It turns out that the property of interest here depends only on condition (i) of 
Theorem 1. 
The preliminary enriched category theory can be found in [4] or [6]. We suppose 
that the base monoidal category V is symmetric, closed, small complete, small co- 
complete, and, has intersections of all families of monics. (This is far more than is 
really required but we do not wish to complicate the exposition.) Notice that every 
arrow in V factors as a composite of an epic and a strong monic (by intersecting 
all the strong monics through which the arrow factors). 
The obvious definition of totality for a V-category A (namely, that the Yoneda 
embedding y :A-*  [A °p, V] have a left adjoint z) is complicated by the fact that 
[A op, V] is not a V-category in general. This can be handled by extending V using 
a change of universe [3], but we prefer an explicit definition. 
For each a ~ A, write y(a) for the V-functor A (- ,  a) : A op__, V. 
A V-category A is total when, for all t :A °p--* V, the identity 1 A :A--*A admits 
a colimit z(t)=colim(t, lA) indexed by t (or, in the notation of [6], z(t)=t.1A 
exists). In other words, the V-end 
{t,y(a)}= l [t(b),A(b,a)] 
b 
exists for all t and there are isomorphisms 
A(z(t),a)= {t,y(a)} 
which are V-natural in a. Clearly zy(a)= a. 
Notice that a total V-category A is small cocomplete. The formulas for tensoring 
and coends are 
x® a = z(x® y(a)), 
c 
s(c, c) = I c Z ( l  y(s(c,c))). 
Now we review some ideas appearing in [2]. An arrow/t : a ~ b in a V-category 
A is monic when each A(c,/0 :A(c, a )~A (c, b) is monic in V. An arrow e:u-~ o in 
A is strong epic, when, for all monics ft : a ~ b in A, the following square is a pull- 
back in V: 
A (v, a) , A (u, a) 
AU, u) 1 p.b. [A(1,U) 
A(u,b) A(a,1) ,A(u,b) 
Dually we define epics and strong monies in A. Notice that, if/~a is strong monic 
A(a,1) 
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and a is epic, then a is invertible. So, if every map in A factors as an epic composed 
with a strong monic, then flu strong monic implies a strong monic. 
As a simple exercise in these ideas and as a source of examples of our second 
theorem, we make the following observation. 
Proposition. Suppose P is a V-category in which every arrow factors as an epic com- 
posed with a strong monic. Suppose e :P~P is a V-functor and Q: lp~e is a V- 
natural transformation such that each eel) : ep ~ eep is strong monic (for example 
when e, Q are part o f  a monad on P, where eep is a coretraction). Let A be the full 
sub- V-category o f  P consisting o f  those p for  which Qp : p ~ ep is strong monic. 
Then the inclusion A ~ P has a left adjoint r : P~ A such that, for  all arrows 7t in 
P, i f  e~ is [strong] monic then rn is [strong] monic. 
Proof. For each object p in P, factor Qp as 
P 
~P 
~ep 
rp 
where r/p is epic and/zp is strong monic. Naturality of ~o yields elup. Qrp = Qep. gp; 
since the two factors on the right are strong monic, Qrp is strong monic. So rp is 
in A. 
To see that rp is the reflection of p in A, consider the diagram: 
e P(lzp,1) 1 
P(p, q) , P(ep, eq) , P(rp, eq) , P(rp, eq) 
P(P' q) e ' P(ep, eq) p(~p, 1)' P(rp, eq) p(ep, ]), P(p, eq) 
Since r/p is epic, the right square is a pullback. Each of the squares is therefore a
pullback. The bottom composite is P(1,Qq). But, if q is in A, the epic r/p and the 
strong monic r/q give the pullback 
P(rp, q) , P(rp, eq) 
P(P' q) P(1,oq)' P(P' eq) 
So we have A (rp, q) = P(p, q) induced by p. So r is the left adjoint to A --, P. 
The last part of the proposition follows from the commutative diagram 
P(1,oq) 
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p ~rp ~ep 
q ~rq ,eq 
since pp is strong monic. [] 
Notice that monics, epics, strong monics, strong epics in the category V are auto- 
matically such in V as a V-category (since x®-preserves epics and strong epics). A 
V-natural transformation 0 : r-~ s between V-functors r, s:  A op_~ V is monic, strong 
monic, strong epic according as all the components Oa: ra-~sa are such in V. 
If  m : C~A is a V-functor with C small and A small cocomplete, then there is 
a left Kan extension g = Lanm (m):A ~A of m along m given by the formula 
l 
C 
ga = A (mc, a) ® mc. 
There is a canonical V-natural e:g-~ 1A (corresponding to the identity m-~ m). 
Call m dense when e is invertible. Call m strongly generating when each 
ea :g(a) -~a is a strong epic. 
Theorem 2. Suppose A is a total V-category for  which z takes strong monics r~ y(a) 
to monics in A. Suppose m : C~A is a fully faithful V-functor with C small. I f  m 
is strongly generating, then m is dense. 
Proof. Suppose each ea :g (a )~ a is strong epic. The goal is to show ea invertible, 
and so, it remains to show ea monic. 
The idea is to make use of h : A op ~ V given by the formula 
I c h = Lanm (Ym)(a) = A (mc, a) ® A ( - ,  mc) 
and ( :  h ~ y (a) corresponding to composition A (mc, a) ® A ( - ,  mc) ~ A (- ,  a). Since 
z preserves colimits and zy(a)=-a, we see that z takes ( to (a:g(a)~ a. What we 
shall show is that, when ( is factored as an epic composed with a strong m0nic, the 
epic is inverted by z. This completes the proof since z takes the strong monic to a 
monic and so z( (and hence Ca) is monic. 
For any p : A op ~ V, put 
(ep)(a) = l [A (me, a), pmc] 
J C 
so that ep:A  °p---~ V is the right Kan extension of pro °p along m°P:C°P-'*A °p. Let 
Qp :p--* ep correspond to the identity of pm op. Using the ideas of the proposition, 
we factor OP as 
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rip pp 
p ,rp----~ep 
where r/p is epic and/zp is strong monic. As a preliminary to our main goal, we show 
that r/p is inverted by z for all p. This amounts to saying (by Yoneda) that each 
A(z(r/p),l):A(z(rp),a)~A(z(p),a) is invertible. By the definition of z, this 
amounts to say that each {r/p, 1} : {rp, y(a)} -~ {p,y(a)} is invertible. But this 
follows (as in the proof of the proposition that r is a reflection) provided y(a) is one 
of the q : A op ~ V with pq strong monic. This is true since we have a commutative 
diagram 
y(a) ay(a) ' ey(a)= l [A(mx, -),A(mc, a)] 
d C 
A(1A'a) A(~,a) ,A(g,a)=A A(mc, - )®mc,  a
where A (e, a) is strong monic (because is strong epic). 
Using the fully faithfulness of m and the Yoneda lemma, we obtain isomorphisms 
eh = f d md)] f c [A(mc, - ) ,A (md,  a)®A(mc, 
I 
d 
=- Ic [A(mc,-),A(mc, a)] 
= A (g -, a) 
and a commutative diagram 
h 
/ 
A(- ,a)  
tth 
,rh 
/ 
/ 
/ 
A (e., a) 
Izh 
, eh  
, A(g- ,a)  
Since r/h is epic and A (e, a) is strong monic, there exists a unique r as shown. Since 
ph is strong monic, so is (" rh ~y(a). So (= r- r/h where r is strong monic and r/h 
is inverted by z. So z(() is monic, ea is invertible and m is dense. [] 
Theorems 1 and 2 are expressed in terms of the left adjoint z to the Yoneda 
embedding. The reader may feel that a result involving the left adjoint to a fully 
faithful V-functor from A into some [B °p, V] would be more general. This is not 
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the case as we have the following: 
Remark. Suppose r :B~A is a V-functor and put j (a )=A(r - ,a ) :B  °p--~ V. Sup- 
pose that, for each u:B  °p-~ V, the colimit 
q(u) = colim(u, r) = u* r 
of r indexed by u exists and the canonical qj(a) ~ a is invertible. Then A is total with 
z(t) = q(tr°P). 
Consequently, if q takes strong monies o >-~j(a) into monics then z takes strong 
monics t~-~y(a) into monies (using y(a)r °p =j(a)). Exactness properties of q pass 
over to z. 
Take the particular case of the Remark where B is small, A = [B °p, V] and r is the 
Yoneda embedding. Then j, q are the identity A ~A and z(t)= ty °p. Thus z has left 
Kan extension along yOp : BOp__,AOp as its left adjoint. So z preserves all limits and 
takes strong monics to strong monics. 
Examples of  V-categories A as in Theorem 2. 
(1) (Arbitrary V) A = [B °p, V] with B small. 
(2) (V= Set) Any Grothendieck topos is such an A. This follows from the Remark 
by taking B to be a small site of definition and noting that the associated sheaf unc- 
tot q is left exact. 
(3) (V= Abelian Groups) Any abelian category A with exact filtered colimits and 
a generator. This follows from the Remark and the Gabriel-Popescu Theorem. 
(4) (V= Cat) Any 2-topos A in the sense of [7]. 
(5) Arbitrary V) Take B small and let q :B °p-'~ V have the following injectivity 
property: for each strong monic r>--~y(b) in [B °p, V], the arrow {y(b), q} ~ {r, q} is 
epic in V. Let A be the full sub- V-category of [B °p, V] consisting of those p which 
"see q as a strong cogenerator" (that is, have p--, {p, q} oh q strong monic). Apply- 
ing the Proposition with ep = {p, q} Oh q and using the Remark, we see that A pro- 
vides an example. 
(6) (V= Set) Let E be a Grothendieck topos with subobject classifier 19 and j a 
topology (that is, a monad on Q as an ordered object of E). Since j is idempotent, 
its image 19j is a retract of 19. Since 19 is injective, so is 19j. Thus Example (5) ap- 
plies to show that the full subcategory A of E consisting of the objects which see 
19j as a cogenerator is an example. In fact, for this A, the functor z preserves all 
monies. If the subobject of 1 generate in E, then A consists precisely of the j- 
separated objects; but this is covered by the next example. 
(7) (V= Set) Any internally complete total category A. Internally complete means 
each category A/a  of objects over a cA  is cartesian closed. To see this note that z 
preserves monies into representables. This includes the case of j-separated objects 
for a topology on a Grothendieck topos. 
(8) (V= Abelian groups) In Example (5) take B to have one object (so that it is 
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a ring) and [B °p, V] is the category Modn of right B-modules. The objects q are 
precisely the injective B-modules. So we obtain an example A consisting of the B- 
modules which see q as a cogenerator. In particular, take B = 7/so that Mods-  V: 
if q is the abelian group of rationals, then A is the category of torsion free abelian 
groups. 
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